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aruk Kaah invaded many realities before
he set his sights on Core Earth. One of
these was the world of the stalengers: big,
floating starfish things that tried to signal their
peaceful intentions by rubbing up against the
vicious invaders.
The initial slaughter was horrible, but those
who remained pretended to serve Lanala,
mostly by just floating around and creeping
out Baruk Kaah's warriors. Until the "Night of
Many Stabs," when the stalengers finally struck
back. This untold tale of their epic failure is
explored in:

THE STALENGER UPRISING
SOURCEBOOK
Stalengers are one of the original Torg's most
unique species. Now one or two are back to
avenge their fallen world.
Set the tone in a prequel campaign where
you float around not really doing anything.
Move on to a very special Day One
adventure where your hapless, peaceloving characters face savage
edeinos warriors, bloodthirsty
gotaks, and Baruk Kaah himself
in the crucial opening hours
of the invasion. Finally, play
through the epic Night of Many
Stabs Campaign as a group of
confused stalenger bystanders
caught up in an intricate
web of destiny!

Character Creation

Rise above it all when you
build your own stalenger
character with the stalenger
racial template. Customize
your character with Stalenger
Racial Perks!

Example Perks

• Dancing Collocytes: The stalenger is
particularly adept with the dangling feeding
tentacles around its oral aperture. Unarmed
combat attacks count as Favored.

• Supple Husk: Reduce the normal –6
penalty to persuasion and streetwise to
only –4 thanks to the stalenger's strangely
captivating outer membrane.
• Unblinking: Win any "stare down"
thanks to not having eyes. After an Active
Defense gain a +10 bonus to defense
against intimidate interactions.
Sixteen playable archetypes, one for
each stalenger who survived the
Night of Many Stabs!

STALENGER
CULTURE
Learn more about stalenger society
and their uncomfortable "touch"
language. Get tips on how to
convincingly role-play a creature with
no tongue, eyes, or fine appendages
suitable for writing. Plus: an in-depth
look at stalenger reproduction, because
you know you've been wondering.
(It's even worse than you think.)

COMING WHEN YOU LEAST EXPECT
IT FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT ULISSES
NORTH AMERICA!

